2022 Training Camp Prices

Accommodation/Pitch Hire
The prices shown below are for any bookings up to May 14th 2022 and from September 19th 2022.
Please note that if you want to travel during the peak holiday times we will need to check availability. If there isn’t
availability at Cambrils Park we can quite often arrange for your group to stay in a nearby hotel.
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Included in these prices are …
Accommodation for 4 Pax in LA Mediaterrania Apartments, Villa Bonita or Bungalow Aloha at Cambrils Park Resort
Meals as booked
Pitch hire 90 minutes each day
Water 1.5 litres per player, per training session
Use of Gym/Multi Sports Room/Massage room/one Spa session (Subject to availability and prior reservation)
Local assistance during your stay
All services of GoBYSA

Accommodation/Pitch Hire
Equipment including cones, disc cones, balls and bibs (£60.00 per group for entire booking)

Master Class - £190.00 per team per class - 90 minutes
Master classes with the top coaches at the complex are
also an option for teams. The aim of these classes is
for teams to experience a training session with
specialised coaches licensed by UEFA and teachers of
the Catalan Football federation.
They offers teams, players and visiting coaches the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with Spanish
football philosophy which is producing such excellent
results.
The training given will be adapted to suit the needs of
each club, age, category, etc, specifically concentrating
on those areas required by that club's trainer. Before,
during and after the Master class, visiting trainers may
be in direct contact with the professional leading the
class and actively participate in the work in hand.
At the end of each master class, the visiting trainer will
receive a detailed report of all the work undertaken.

Friendly Matches - From £120.00 per team per match
We will organise friendly matches with local teams from
within Catalonia and from the rest of Spain that match
your ability level.
We will also ensure that all matches are refereed by
members of the Catalonian Football Federation (F.C.F).
Referee costs are not included as these vary according
to the age and level of the team.

Airport Transfers
Reus to Cambrils: one way is £118.00 (19 pax);
£151.00 (31 pax); £164.00 (55 pax)
El Prat to Cambrils: one way is £347.00 (19 pax);
£372.00 (31 pax) and £397.00 (55 pax)
We’ve shown the prices for a single journey in case
your group flies into one airport and departs from
another

